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 Forté Mattress Extension Bolster Kits
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Mattress Extension Bolster Kits
Pressure Care Mattress Width & Length Extension Bolster Kit

The Finalé Mattress Pressure Care Mattress Extension Bolster Kits overcome persistent issues of 
loose, ill-fitting non pressure care grade Side Bolsters on bed platforms with width extension/
narrowing capability. 
The cover has a unique safety linkage system connecting the bolster kit to the central mattress 
improving stability and reducing the risk of falls for the patient. The Side Bolsters replicate the 
foam structure of the respective centre mattress, providing additional capability for immersion 
and envelopment.

AVAILABLE ON ANY FORTÉ MATTRESS AND COVER 

The mattress Exentsion Bolster kit customisation is available on any Forté mattress including low-high 

care static foam surfaces and also high-care high risk air systems

PRESSURE CARE SUPPORT SURFACE 

• Bolsters are manufactured to the same specifications as the pressure care mattress it is being 

accompanied with. 

• For example, in the instance of an Icon Maxx 500kg Bariatric Care Pressure Care Mattress, the 

extension bolsters would be made using the same mattress configuration - 4-layers of foam offering 

pressure care for patients with a medium risk of pressure injury and supporting a weight loading of 

up to 500kg

SAFETY LINKAGE SYSTEM 

• Prevents bolsters becoming loose and misplaced as well as providing greater surface stability 

particularly for patient transfer and ingress/egress from bed platform. 

• Fastened by a quick release press-stud system - no velcro. 

HIGH FREQUENCY WELDED SEAMS

• All seams high frequency welded to reduce risk of infection and contamination.
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ICON I34 TRIPLE LAYER MEDIUM RISK PRESSURE CARE MATTRESS

The Icon I34 mattress is a Premium Grade, Acute specified triple layer 
static foam mattress. Integrating supportive strengthened sides, the 
Icon I34 boasts an unrivalled performance record from within rigorous 
Hospital applications.

SOVEREIGN S3 HIGH CARE ADVANCED LIGHTWEIGHT PRESSURE 
CARE MATTRESS 

A preferred Acute care fully optioned high specification support surface 
featuring dual immersion technology. Support capacity of 250kg, 
compatible with any bed surface and lightweight to reduce WH&S 
handling risks.

ICON MAXX 350KG OR 500KG BARIATRIC CARE MEDIUM RISK 
PRESSURE CARE MATTRESS 

The Icon Maxx (available in 350kg and 500kg options) is a 4-layered static 
foam Bariatric Support Surface with firm hinged strengthened sides and a 
triple segmented base. Suited to medium risk clients between 90-350kg 
or 120-500kg, 

SOVEREIGN S6 HIGH CARE SUPPORT PRESSURE CARE MATTRESS

Offers the highest level of care possible with a static Foam Support 
Surface - Designed to manage Micro-Climate, Shear, Support, and 
Pressure redistribution with high levels of immersion and Envelopment.

ZEPHAIR GENTLE CRITICAL CARE AIR MATTRESS SYSTEM

Unique powered hybrid air mattress system offering unparalleled pain 
management and patient compliance alongside a high level of pressure 
care and functional support. 

Commonly Paired With:


